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‘Celebrate today as a day of power for all time 
This day of tapasya and silence’ 
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Global Co-operation House pulled many BKs from London and beyond to come and celebrate and experience a wonderful avyakt day 
with BapDada, running from Amrit Vela until after World Meditation Hour. As Sister Jayanti noted ‘we don’t often have the opportunity to 
spend 8 hours together in tapasya’. 
 
Over 300 came for amrit vela in the auditorium, which was then overflowing with over 500 for combined murli, with Baba’s elevated 
versions for this auspicious day read by Sister Jayanti. There followed a slide show of the pilgrimage places of Madhuban, and a 
recorded message from Dadi Janki, who reminded everyone of her three greatest jewels in this life: Baba, Murli and Madhuban.   
 
Sister Jayanti shared how Dadi’s sustenance is to make us strong and powerful so we can then do what we need to do in the world, and 
at Sangamyug ‘it is generosity and a big heart that allows royalty to shine’.  
Sister Jaymini noted how Baba’s versions take us beyond sound and it is easy today to experience the subtle region and the angelic 
form today. She shared how Brahma Baba was the greatest pioneer as there was no-one in front of him and he became the example as 
he pulled himself next to God, remaining so simple and ordinary externally yet in his mind so elevated.   
Charuben shared to become a pillar of power and peace in front of the world we need to hold a determined thought to keep people, 
situations and things out of the heart so Baba can occupy this space within. Today Baba is giving us very powerful sakaash and is also 
sending these powerful vibrations to the souls of the world, as His benevolence is unlimited.  
BK Gil shared a powerful experience he had in Madhuban recently, when he realized that if we clear and clean our flow of thoughts we 
can tap into Brahma Baba’s legacy of a current of pure and beautiful feelings. 
 
Global Co-operation House had been transformed into the 4 pilgrimage places: The History Hall, The Tower of Peace, Baba’s Hut and 
Baba’s Room as well as a silence room to experience Shantidham. After bhog was offered and shared everyone was invited to tour the 
four places and with a special writing pack, could reflect on their speciality as well as write a letter to and from Baba and as a lamp for the 
world, share their hopes and wishes for the world.   
 
At midmorning the gathering returned to the auditorium and enjoyed live sitar music by BK Jaydev, as well as images of this day in 
Pandav Bhavan, so beautifully decorated with flowers. BK Minal sang a hauntingly beautiful ode to Baba…the One who has given me 
happiness, has given me life… 
 
We then listened to a very clear recording of Sakar Baba’s voice speaking the murli, reminding everyone that ‘we understand that this is 
all going to change…so come children to the land of happiness, break the attachment to the old world’.  
 
The morning continued with wonderful insights into the ways of Sakar Baba, through a reading, taken from ‘Padma’s story’ and her 
meeting with Baba. It was beautifully brought to life by BK Sharon, BK Navin and BK Grace…his eyes held everyone in them…he was 
a man who made everyone and every act  valuable…he didn’t intrude on anyone’s being and yet as God lit him up that spark shone 
out… 
 
Bhog was offered and further personal experiences shared: Sister Shashi noted how now we have to become like the Father, with mukti 
and jeevanmukti in our eyes and like Brahma Baba become the carefree emperor, handing anything that bothers us to Baba, Sister 
Georgina shared her experience of being pulled into the subtle region and meeting Baba well before she took gyan, in a field in 
Leicestershire and how now, over 30 years later, Baba continues to be ‘my protector, guide and beloved’. 
 
Sister Jayanti shared how we were all having such easy and powerful yoga and such a beautiful atmosphere created as everyone was 
taking good advantage of Baba’s day being on a Sunday. She remembered how when Shiv Baba first came on earth there was just Him, 
the point: there was no money, buildings etc etc…yet he was able to inspire one soul and with his deep renunciation the Yagya 
began…and how now we are still eating from this. She appreciated how Baba continues to care so beautifully for his children and that 
now it is our turn to help those out there to find the happiness they are looking for… 
 
Then came the main feature of this loving day, the live transmission from BapDada’s meeting in Diamond Hall. In the evening many 
continued with the day of tapasya signing off the day with World Meditation Hour and the opportunity to link with Baba and send love and 
good wishes out to all souls in the world. 


